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Linearized hydrodynamic stability of an incompressible viscous liquid in 
an open container, subject to a constant external acceleration, is studied. A 
normal mode analysis is employed to show that initial perturbations of the 
flow and the free surface tend to zero in time. 
INTRODUCTION 
In this paper a particular linearized free surface problem of fluid 
mechanics is studied. We consider a small disturbance from equi- 
librium of a heavy incompressible viscous liquid in an open container. 
A constant external acceleration acts on the liquid, and surface 
tension is neglected. Though the external acceleration may be regarded 
as gravity, additional physical situations are possible, e.g., fluid 
occupying a portion of a tank subjected to a constant acceleration. 
We study the Navier-Stokes equations, linearized about the 
equilibrium state. This problem has previously been investigated 
by Krein [I] and Krein and Laptev [2]. Generalized solutions of 
the problem are obtained in these works, and a partial normal mode 
analysis has been carried out by Askerov, Krein, and Laptev [3]. 
In the present work the above studies are extended to obtain a 
linearized hydrodynamic stability theorem. Specifically, the notion 
of solution is extended to obtain a suitable space for the free surface 
data. It is then proven that initial perturbations of the flow tend 
to zero in time in the energy norm, and that initial perturbations 
of the free surface also decay in a weak sense. The proof is carried 
* A preliminary version of these results was presented at the first Mexico-United 
States Joint Symposium on Differential Equations, Universidad de Sonora, Hermosillo, 
Sonora, January 1973. 
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out by a detailed spectral (normal mode) analysis which, via an 
auxiliary problem, rests heavily on the results of Greenlee [4]. In 
the process, we identify the expandable initial disturbances of the 
flow and the free surface, which both extends the completeness 
results, and corrects an error, in [3, Theorem 5-j. 
We study the problem via weak L2 solution methods. It is well 
known that the pressure disappears in the resulting variational 
formulation, and is then determined via an orthogonal decomposition 
of the underlying Hilbert space. We do not investigate the pressure 
since we consider irregular containers with Lipschitzian boundaries, 
and admit overhanging docks. 
Though the function spaces considered are obviously real, we use 
the corresponding complexifications whenever convenient, without 
explicit mention. Solutions corresponding to real data are real; 
consistency of the spectral problem with this statement was obtained 
in [4, Proposition 3.21. 
The paper is organized into five sections. In Section 1 the problem 
is formulated classically. Function spaces basic to the solution 
method are considered in Section 2. In Section 3 two auxiliary 
static problems are studied. Each of these problems is first stated 
classically, and then generalized solutions are obtained as in [2]. 
In order to treat general initial disturbances, and in particular to 
obtain information on the behavior of the free surface, a larger 
class of weak solutions for each of these problems is then studied. 
In Section 4 an evolution equation for weak solutions of the time 
dependent problem is set up, and solved, as in [2]. The initial condi- 
tions are, however, more general than those of [2]. Finally, in 
Section 5, the method of normal modes is used to prove that initial 
disturbances of the flow and free surface die out in time. Some 
additional information on the free surface is also obtained. 
1. CLASSICAL FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
As the open container occupied by the fluid in equilibrium, we 
take a bounded domain Q in R3, contained in the half-space x3 < 0, 
where x = (xi , x2, x3) denotes a point in R3. Rather minimal 
assumptions are made on aQ, to wit: Q is a Lipschitzian graph (LG) 
domain (cf. [5]). The equilibrium free surface, r, is described as 
follows: Identifying x3 = 0 with R2, I’, C a52 n {x3 = 0) is a non- 
empty LG domain in R 2. In particular, r, is connected and Tc, = 
r, u ar, where X, C aJ2 n (x3 = 0} is a disjoint finite union of 
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simple closed Lipschitzian curves. Now let I’, = aQ\p.s . Then aQ 
is the disjoint union r, v ar, u l-‘, . r, serves as the container of 
the fluid in equilibrium. Observe that I’, n {x3 = 0} may be non- 
empty. This degree of generality is chosen to admit such configura- 
tions as overhanging docks, as well as islands, submerged obstacles 
rigidly attached to the container, etc. 
We assume that a constant atmospheric pressure, fi, is given 
above the fluid. A constant external acceleration, g, having direction 
perpendicular to x3 = 0, maintains the fluid in the container. The 
fluid has constant viscosity, p, constant density, p, and v = p/p 
is the kinematic viscosity. Surface tension is neglected and the fluid 
is incompressible. 
In this context, we study the first-order linearized Navier-Stokes 
equations (cf. [6, Section lo]), i.e., the perturbation equations obtained 
by linearization about the exact solution given by zero flow and 
pressure 3 - pgx3 . The equations treated in [2] (cf. also [6, Sec- 
tion 251) are the combined zeroth and first-order equations. Correct 
treatment of the free surface data appears to be more transparent 
in the current framework. 
Thus we consider the system of differential equations for x E IR 
and t E (0, cc), 
au/at = v AU - (l/p) grad p, divu = 0, (1.1) 
where u = (U 1 , ua , us) is the velocity vector, d is the (spatial) 
Laplacian, and p is the pressure. We adopt the notation (cf. [7]), 
ui,j = auipxj , i,j = 1,2,3, 
and make use of the summation convention over repeated indices 
so that, e.g., 
u~,~ = divu. 
The linearized boundary conditions are as follows. First of all, 
the viscous boundary condition on the wall of the container gives, 
11 = 0, (1.2) 
for x E r, and t > 0. Secondly, the disturbed free surface is given 
by an equation of the form 
x3 = rl(x’, t) 
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where x’ = (x1 , x2) E r, and t > 0. Linearization [6, Section lo] 
gives the equations, 
rl = (ug)((PlP) - 2%*3)~ a7/at = us, (1.2’) 
on r, . Equations (1.2’) and absence of stress on the free surface give, 
%,3 + u3.1 = 0, u2,3 + u3,2 = 0 3 
(w>(P - &%,d = PP3 1 
(1.3) 
for x’ E I’, and t > 0. 
We wish to determine the motion of the liquid from a given 
disturbance, i.e., a given velocity distribution throughout the fluid, 
and a given initial shape of its free surface. The initial velocity 
distribution is given by setting 
u It=0 = uo where div u. = 0 in Q, 
u, = 0 on r,. 
(l-4) 
To specify the initial shape of the free surface, first note that by 
the transport theorem (cf. [S]), incompressibility and conservation 
of mass require that 
(1.4’) 
Thus we impose, 
17 LO = 90 where s &TO = 0. (14 
We close this section with a few remarks pertaining to the develop- 
ment in [2, 31. Noting that div u = 0 and u = 0 on I’, , a formal 
application of the divergence theorem of Gauss yields 
s 
u3 = 0. (1.6) 
rs 
We observe that this formal manipulation is valid for the weak 
solutions to be considered in the sequel. For, as will be seen in 
Section 2, elements of the weak solution space can be continued 
by zero to R3- = {x E R3: xg < O}. The divergence theorem is then 
applied over a domain Q’ such that sl C Q’ C R3- (then r, C i3Q’) 
whose boundary is smooth enough that the divergence theorem holds. 
For a < 0, let 52, = Sz n {x3 < a} and I’, = 52 n {xa = a}. Then 
(1.6) and formal application of the divergence theorem over Q, 
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yields the following formal manipulation for smooth u satisfying 
div u = 0 in Q and u = 0 on r,. , 
.c u rs 3.3 = k? s u3,3 = r, lii(a/ax,) 1 u3 = 0. r, (1.7) 
The first of equations (1.2’) thus gives formally, 
s r-*-O. (1.8) B 
Equation (1.6) states that the traces of the xs components of flow 
solutions are all orthogonal to constants in L2(r,). For this reason, 
the second conclusion of [3, Theorem 51 stating that such traces 
of normal modes are complete in L2(r,) is false. These traces of 
normal modes are, however, complete in the closed subspace of 
L2(r,) of functions of mean value zero, which is consistent with 
(1.4’). We shall be able in fact to expand the free surface data in a 
space &‘-(r,), which is defined in Section 3 and contains the L2(rs) 
functions which are orthogonal to constants. Moreover, (1.8) indicates 
that it is at least plausible to expand the initial pressure on r,, . 
This would not be the case for the combined zeroth and first-order 
equations of [2] unless the atmospheric pressure, p, above the fluid 
is prescribed as (or converted to) zero. 
2. BASIC SPACES 
In order to obtain a precise formulation of a solvable, weak version 
of the initial-boundary value problem (1 .1)-(1.5), certain Sobolev 
spaces of square-summable vector- and scalar-valued functions 
(cf. [7, 91) and certain dual spaces, will be introduced. We note the 
fact that since Sz and r, are LG, any element of Ha(Q) (resp. Ha(rJ), 
01 > 0, is the restriction to J2 (resp. r,) of an element of Ha(R”) 
(resp. Ha(R2)). Th is o f 11 ows from the simultaneous extension theorem 
for Bessel potentials and the fact that the Lebesgue correction of an 
element of Ho is a Bessel potential of order ~11 (cf. [SJ). 
On Sz, we begin with the Hilbert space (H1(.Q))3, with the usual 
inner product 
The basic Hilbert space for the flow in Sz is constructed as follows. 
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Denote by V(Q) the class of C” vector-valued, solenoidal (i.e., 
divergence zero) functions on B which vanish in a (variable) neigh- 
borhood of r,, . Z’(Q) (resp. #O(Q) E g2(sZ)) is defined as the 
closure of q(Q) in (H’(Q))” (resp. (Ho(Q))3 = (J~~(Q))~). Recall that 
the orthogonal complement of P(Q) in (L2(Q))3 consists of gradients 
of distributions (cf. [lo, 1 I, 121). 
Let 
ci.j(V> = vii,j 4 vj,i Y i,j= 1,2,3. 
The symmetric bilinear form 
is obviously continuous on X”(Q). Moreover, there exists c > 0 
such that 
E(v, v) 3 c II v Ilk-~ (2.1) 
for all v E Xl(Q), so that we may (and do) take E(u, v) as the inner 
product on Xl(Q). Inequality (2.1) is a version of the Korn inequality 
proven by Gobert [13] f or domains satisfying a cone condition. 
As required here for bounded LG domains, (2.1) also follows as 
for smoothly bounded domains in [7, Section 3.31, since Lipschitzian 
homeomorphisms preserve Sobolev spaces of order <l (cf. [5, Sec- 
tion 21). Addition of the square of the (L*(Q))” norm on the left-hand 
side of (2.1) is unnecessary since elements of Zl(sZ) are limits of 
smooth functions vanishing near r, . 
The form E(u, v) arises in Green’s formula for the Navier-Stokes 
equations (cf. [IO]). For smooth solenoidal u, smoothp, and v E V(Q), 
s (--Au + (llp)gradp) ‘v D 
Formula (2.2) also holds with v E Z’(Q), since elements of Z’(Q) 
have a well-defined trace (cf. [9]) on r, . To see this, first observe 
that each element of %‘(Q) may be extended by zero to a smooth 
solenoidal vector function on R3- = {x3 < O]. This mapping extends 
to a continuous linear extension mapping from %l(sZ) into $P(Ra-) = 
(v E (IYP(R~-))~: d’ iv v = O}. Thus, again identifying {x3 = 0} with 
R2, each element of Zl(sZ) has a trace in (H1/2(R2))3, and each trace 
vanishes on R2\I’, . So there is a continuous linear trace mapping 
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of Z’(Q) into (H,$2(r,))3 (cf. [9, 141). The Hilbert space H,1i2(r,,) 
is normed by 
II 0 Ilf12.1-, = s v2dm1 + ss (I $x’) - ~(y’)l”/i x’ - y’ I”) dx’ dy’ r, 
r r 
s s 
where for x’ E r, , d = d(x’) = dist(x’, aP,) (since r, is bounded the 
first term dominates the square of the L2(rl,) norm). 
For v E Xl(Q), the trace of ~1~ on I’, also has mean value zero 
(cf. (1.6)), i.e., 
s 
sv = 0, 
rs 
where S: X’(Q) --+ H$‘(.P,) is the operation of taking the trace of 
~a on I’, . To see this, let 0 be a smoothly bounded domain such 
that Q C IR’ C R3-, and note that r, C as2’. For v E 55’(Q), extended 
by zero to R3-, the divergence theorem may be applied on Q’ yielding 
s 
v3 = 0. 
r* 
Since S: Xl(Q) --+ HiA2(r,) and the injection of Ha2(r,) into Li(r,) 
are continuous, it follows from the density of V(Q) in X’(Q) that 
s 
sv = 0 for all v E 3P(sZ). 
rs 
Let 
sP2(rJ = iv E H,‘E(r,): J v = 01 , 
r, 
provided with the norm of Hi,J2(r,). Then X1/2(r,) is a Hilbert 
space, and we have just shown that S maps X1(52) into P1/2(J’,) 
continuously. In particular, it follows that there exists K > 0 such that, 
I 
(SV)~ d-l < kE(v, v) for all v E *l(Q), (2.3) 
ra 
where for X’ E r, , d = d(x’) = dist(x’, ar,). 
The following lemma will be needed in the sequel. 
LEMMA 2.1. S(#l(R)) is dense in 
Lemma 2.1 is an immediate consequence of the following two lemmas. 
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LEMMA 2.2. Let m be a nonnegative integer. Then 
)v E co”(rs): j v = 01 
rs 
is dense in the closed subspace of Hom(r,) given by 
Proof. Let v E HOm(FS) satisfy Jr, v = 0. Since C,“(r,) is dense 
in H,“(.F,), there exists {z)~> C Com(rs) such that V~ -+ v in H”(r,) 
as n + GO. Moreover, Jr8 ym --+ Jr, v = 0 as n + 00. So let yn = 
Jr, v,~ and let w E Com(rs) satisfy Jr, w = 1. Then {v, - r,w> C Com(rs), 
v?l - ynw + v in Hm(I’,) as n --+ co, and Jr, (v~ - y,w) = 0 for 
all n. 
Let Co3(r8) be the space of functions in C3(rJ having compact 
supports contained in r, . 
LEMMA 2.3. Let v E Co3(rS) be such that JrS v = 0. Then there 
exists w E A?*(Q) such that SW = v. 
Proof. Since v E Co3(l-‘J and r, is connected, there exists a 
connected neighborhood N of supp v with m C I’, . Let Q” be 
a smoothly bounded domain in R3 such that Q” CQ and 
m C int(ZY’ n {x3 = 0)) C c9. Further, let vr , v2 be any two func- 
tions in C3(rJ whose supports are contained in supp v, and set 
v3 = v. Extending v = (vr , ~a, va) by zero elsewhere on 82” 
yields a C3 vector field on KY’. Moreover, the integral of the normal 
component of v over any connected component of ZQ” is zero. By 
[15, Lemma 2. I], there is a C2 solenoidal vector field v* on Q” which 
is equal to v on au. Since v = v* = 0 on aQ” n R3-, we extend 
v* by zero to Q and obtain a vector field w E X”(Q) satisfying 
SW = v, = v. 
3. AUXILIARY PROBLEMS 
In order to formulate an evolution equation whose classical solutions 
are those of (1 .I)-(1.5) (recall also (1.2’)), we first study two sta- 
tionary problems. Generalized solutions of these problems are 
obtained as in [2]. But in order to avoid unnatural restrictions on 
the initial data, larger classes of solutions are needed. These are 
obtained by taking duality, which yields larger classes of weak 
solutions. 
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To simplify notation we now normalize the density, p, to unity, 
which amounts to replacing p/p by p wherever the pressure occurs. 
PROBLEM 1. Given f on 1;2, to solve 
-v dr + grad p, = f, 
on Q, with the boundary conditions, 
div r = 0, 
r=O on r,, 
b(r) = l 2,&+) = -pl + 2vr,,, = 0 on rs . 
For a classical solution of Problem 1, multiply the equation 
-vdr + gradp, = f 
by any element v of Z?(Q) and integrate over 52. Then (2.2) yields 
(recall p has been normalized to l), 
VW, v) = (f, v),,Q = s 
f . v. (3.1) R 
On the other hand, suppose r E Z”(Q) is smooth and satisfies (3.1) 
for all v E S’(Q). Then r satisfies (3.1) for each v in V(Q) which 
has compact support in 9, and for each such v, 
s 
(-vdr-f).v=O. 
a 
Thus (cf. [lo, 121) -v dr - f is the gradient of some distribution, 
-p, , on L?, and smoothness of f implies smoothness of gradp, . 
Moreover, r vanishes on r, (cf. [16, p. 104]), and if p, is smooth 
it follows as in [2] that the boundary conditions on r, are also 
satisfied. For boundary Q piecewise smooth, p, E HI(Q) (cf. [I 11). 
Note that any solution r of (3.1) is completely determined by the 
component of f in Z2(Q). Th us, we arrive at the following definition. 
DEFINITION 1. Given f E LZ2(sZ), r E Sl(sZ) is a generalized 
solution of Problem 1 if 
VW, 4 = (f, vb 
for all v E Zl(s2). 
As a consequence of Korn’s inequality, (2.1), for any f E L.Yp”(sZ), 
the method of orthogonal projection yields a unique generalized 
solution r E Sl(52) of Problem 1. Furthermore, generalized solutions 
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of Problem 1 are exactly those of the operator equation V.@‘r = f 
where LZ? is the positive definite self-adjoint operator in L%‘“(Q) 
determined by E(r, v) = (dr, v),,~ for all v E X’(Q). The domain 
D(d), of ti is dense in *l(Q), and 9 = JzJ-~ is a posit&ye, compact, 
self-adjoint operator in JY2(Q). 
A larger solution space for Problem I is obtained as follows. 
Denote by Z-l(Q) the completion of L?‘“(Q) in the norm 
Ii u L.Q = ~~PW, vb I: v E x1(Q) and II v lL,~2 = 11. 
The inner product (e, .)o,n extends by continuity to a pairing of 
X-l(Q) and Xl(Q), which we denote by (e, *)n, and 
Ku, v>.a I G II u II-1.n II v //l,sz 
for all u E X-‘(Q) and v E Z’(Q) (cf. [17]). 
DEFINITION 2. Given f E Z-l(Q), r E X1(Q) is a weak solution 
of Problem 1 if 
vE(r, v) = (f, v>~ 
for all v E Z?(Q). 
It follows from (2.1) that for each f E Z-l(0) there is a unique 
weak solution r E X’(Q) of Problem 1. In fact, the corresponding 
solution operator, which is an extension of L@‘, is a topological 
isomorphism of Z”(Q) onto %-l(Q). In particular, every element r 
of #l(Q) is a weak solution of Problem 1 corresponding to some 
f E z@-‘(Q). 
PROBLEM 2. Given C+ on r, , to solve 
-v As + gradp, = 0, div s = 0, 
on 52, with the boundary conditions, 
5 = 0 on r, , 
E&) = l 2.3(s) =0, -p, + 2~3,~ = 4 on G . 
The corresponding variational version of Problem 2 is given by, 
(3.2) 
where v E X’(Q) and Sv is the trace of va on r, . As was the case 
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for Problem 1, Green’s formula, (2.2), can be used to show that any 
classical solution of Problem 2 satisfies (3.2) for all v E X1(Q) (cf. 
also [2]). Moreover, if s E X’(Q) is smooth and satisfies (3.2) for all 
v E Xl(Q), there is a distribution pa on D such that s, pa satisfies 
the differential equations of Problem 2 on 8. If also pa is at least 
in W(B), then s, pa satisfies all of the boundary conditions of 
Problem 2. 
Since Sv E Z1~*(~,) for all v E X”(Q), any solution s of (3.2) 
is completely determined by the component of 4 in Z”(I’,). Thus 
we arrive at the following definition. 
DEFINITION 3. Given 4 E Z2(r,), s E Z1(Q) is a generalized 
solution of Problem 2 if 
for all v E Xl(Q). 
Since r, is bounded, (2.3) implies that there exists K > 0 such that, 
for all v E X1(Q). Hence, for 4 E -Ep”(I”,), v ---f (4, SV)~,~, is a con- 
tinuous linear functional on X’(Q). So again using the Korn inequality 
(2.1), the method of orthogonal projection yields a unique generalized 
solution s E Zl(sZ) of Problem 2. Generalized solutions of Problem 2 
are given by the operator equation us = T+ where T is the con- 
tinuous linear operator from 6p2(I’,) into Xi(sZ) determined by 
V&Y v) = (63 w,,r, = E(T+, v) for all ZJ E Zr(Q). Since the 
injection of Z’(Q) into Z2(Q) is compact, T: Z2(I',) ---f 2.Y2(i2) 
is compact. Furthermore, letting &I/2 denote the unique positive 
definite square root of &‘, E(v, w) = (,0e1i2v, A@/~w),,~ for all 
v, w E ~‘P(i2). Hence, for any 4 E =CZ2(rJ, 
(JJf1’2T$, ~1’zv)o.c2 = (4, w,,r, (3.3) 
for all v E &l(Q). 
In order to obtain a larger class of solutions for Problem 2, we 
now study further properties of the operator T. First of all, the 
range of T, R(T), is not dense in Zl(Q). To see this, note that 
E(T#, v) = 0 for all 4 E Zkp2(r,) if ($, SV),,~,* = 0 for all 4 c 6p”(r,). 
By Lemma 2.1, the latter holds iff Sv = 0, i.e., if v E N(S), the 
null space of S. Now S: HI(Q) --+ z?‘/~(~,J is continuous, so 
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S: Xl(Q) + -rtpa(r,) is continuous. Thus N(S) is closed in X’l(s2) and 
Zr(Q) is the orthogonal direct sum of N(S) and R(T), 
sP(f2) = N(S) @ R(T). (3.4) 
However, T is one-to-one, for T$ = 0 iff (4, SV),,~, = 0 for ail 
v E Z’(D), from (3.3). The latter implies that 4 = 0 since, by 
Lemma 2.1, 5(X1(Q)) is dense in -Y2(rs). Thus, 
is a positive, symmetric quadratic form on =Y2(I’J which vanishes 
only for 4 = 0, and so [($, ST#)o,r,11/2 is a pre-Hilbert space norm 
on ZP(I’,). Moreover, ST: g2(rs) -+ HiL2(I’,) is bounded, which 
implies that ST: L?“(I’,) -+ Z2(r,) is compact (cf. [9]). It now 
follows that Y = ST is a positive self-adjoint, compact operator in 
~“KJ, so 
II fl1’24 hr, = Kd, wh-,l”2 
is a norm on P2(r,) which is compact with respect to (I 4 (jO,r, .
Now let &-(I’,) be the completion of LP(F,) in the norm 1) 4 Il-,r8 = 
II F1’“$ Ilo.r, * Z-(r,) is a Hilbert space and the injection of JZ2(P,) 
into I?- is compact. Noting that 
for all 4 E Z”(I’,), it follows from Korn’s inequality (2.1) that if 
{&} C .Y2(r,), then Tc$, -+ 0 in X’(Q) iff 4, -P 0 in #-(I’,). Thus, 
T extends by continuity to a topological isomorphism of SF(r,) onto 
R(T) in Z’(Q). Since T is one-to-one, we have, equivalently, T-l 
extends by continuity to a topological isomorphism of R(T) in Z’(Q) 
onto %-(r,). Referring to (3.4), Y = ST extends by continuity 
to a topological isomorphism of &?(I’,) onto R(S). For, this extension 
9 of Y is also obviously a topological isomorphism of X-(r,) onto 
R(F/“) = D&9--‘/“). H ence, R(S) = D(Y-1/2) becomes a Hilbert 
space with the norm 
II4 I/R(S) = 119--1'24 llo.r, 
= SUP{I(~~ Chr, I: llr E -QTr,) and II rl”# lb, = 11. 
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The inner product (a, .)O,r, extends by continuity to a pairing of 
X-jr,) and R(S) which we denote by (a, .)r, , and 
I<& #>r, / < 114 Ii-,r,Ii 4 IIRW 
for all 5, E X-(r,) and $ E R(S) (cf. [17]). 
DEFINITION 4. Given 4 E X-(FJ, s E Xi(Q) is a weak solution 
of Problem 2 if 
qs, v) = ($9 wr, 
for all v E *l(Q). 
It follows from (2.1) that for each 4 E Z-(rJ, there is a unique 
weak solution s E A?l(Q) of Problem 2. In fact, the corresponding 
solution operator is the extension of T to a topological isomorphism 
of X-(r,) onto R(T) in X’(Q). In particular, every element s of 
R(T) in Zf(L?) is a weak solution of Problem 2 corresponding to 
some 4 E Z-(r,). 
The elements of Z-(r,) will serve in Section 4 as the class of 
admissible disturbances of the free surface for weak solutions of the 
initial-boundary value problem (1 .l)-( 1.5). It would be beneficial 
to have a concrete characterization of Z-(r,). This appears to be 
difficult to obtain. For, X-(r,) has been obtained as the dual space 
to R(S) with duality taken relative to the Y2(r,) inner product. 
Thus the “natural” way to obtain a characterization of X’-(r,) 
would be to obtain an intrinsic characterization of R(S) and exploit 
the duality. But the determination of which functions on r, are 
in R(S) is not easy, due to the lack of smoothness of a52. In one 
case of possible physical interest, R(S) can be characterized. If there 
exists a domain Q” of class C2 in R3 such that Q” C 52 and a 2-dimen- 
sional neighborhood of Fs is contained in &“’ (the free surface is 
surrounded by an overhanging dock), then the results of Cattabriga 
[18] can be used, with extension by zero to a as in the proof of 
Lemma 2.3, to show that R(S) = &1/2(r,). It is plausible that 
this remains true without such Q” if a1;2 is piecewise smooth. For 
domains with edges and conical points, extensions of smooth boundary 
data to smooth flows in the domain have been obtained by Edwards 
[191* 
We shall settle for less than a complete characterization by noting 
a class of functions in X-(r,) which includes Z2(r,). First observe 
that it follows from (2.3) that if T$, -+ 0 in X’l(sZ) as n -+ co, 
then d-1J2ST& -+ 0 in Yz(rs), where for x’ E r, , d = d(x’) = 
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Z@ dist(x’, W,). Thus,sinceR(S)is continuouslyembedded ins1/2(Fs), 
if {h> C ~2KJ is such that d112$, -+ 0 in Y2(F,) as n -+ 00, then 
w2f$?a , ~-1’2Smh.r, = CAI I =Yn)o,r, = II 473 II%-, --+ 0. 
Thus the completion of g2(Fs) with respect to Jr, d$2 is continuously 
imbedded within X-(F,). It follows that the Banach space, _E421(rs), 
consisting of all measurable functions C$ on r, for which 
s,, 14 I + (s,8&2)1’2 (3.5) 
is jinite and Jr, rj = 0, normed by (3.5), satisjies 
-Ep”(G) c ZWYJ c 3Eo-(rs), 
the inclusions being both algebraic and topological. 
4. THE EVOLUTION EQUATION 
Let u(t) 2 u(t, x), p(t) E p(t, x) be smooth solutions of (l.l)-(1.5), 
and recall (1.2’) which defines y(t) = y(t, x’). By use of the generalized 
solution method of Section 3, define r(t) = r(t, x) and s(t) = s(t, x) by 
4W, v) = -(WW, vhR (4.1) 
for all v E V(Q), and (recall that p has been normalized to unity) 
~wth VI = (-P(t) + 2%,3(~)~ %h,r, 
= (--g17Ph %hi-, (4.2) 
for all v = (or , ~1~ , ~a) E V(Q). Then by (l.l), (1.2’), and Green’s 
formula (2.2), 
= -((W$ v),,n - g(v(t), ~3h,r, = t-v 44 - grad ~(9, vh.~;, 
+ (-I+) + 2%.3W, %h.r, = ~Jwt)~ 4 
for all v E W(Q). Since V(Q) is dense in %‘l(sZ), u(t) = r(t) + s(t). 
Now, if (4.2) is satisfied for t = 0, the equation obtained by dif- 
ferentiating (4.2) with respect to t for t > 0 is equivalent to (4.2). 
580/22/z-4 
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By use of (1.2’), this yields 
~-ww~>, VI = -go4 , %)o,r, (4.3) 
for all w E V?(Q). Thus, we obtain, with an obvious change of notation 
for differentiation with respect to t, 
u(t) = r(t) + s(t), vr(t) + &-lut = 0, 
us, + gTSu(t) = 0. 
(4.4) 
By supplementing (4.4) with the initial conditions, 
u(O) = uo , s(O) = +T(-gvo), 
r(O) = u(0) - s(O), 
(4.5) 
we obtain an initial value problem which any classical solution of 
( 1 . 1 )-( 1.5) must satisfy. 
For convenience we now suppress the t dependence. So, writing 
u = &-ll%v, r = &-1/2y, s = d-l&, and applying S/2 from the 
left to (4.4) yields, 
w=y+z, vy + d-‘wt = 0, vzt + g$w = 0, 
where 9 = &‘1/2TS&-lj2. In [2], Eq. (3.3) is used to prove that 9 
is a nonnegative, self-adjoint, compact operator in Z2(Q). Elimination 
of w gives, 
yt + v&y - (g/v)=@ - (g/v)~z = 0, 
zt + (dV)~Y + (g/vPz = 0. 
We write this system as an ordinary differential equation in the 
product space (~Y~(52))~, 
xt + w + b)X = 0, (4.6) 
where 
According to (4.5), we also require the initial condition 
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Equation (4.6) is the evolution equation whose solutions will be 
studied. However, we shall enlarge the space of initial conditions. 
As currently set, r(0) and s(0) are taken to be generalized solutions 
of Problems 1 and 2, respectively. Returning to (4.5), this requires 
that u0 be the sum of an element of D(d) and an element of R(T), 
a space which is not concretely characterized. Since every element 
of Xl(Q) is a weak solution of Problem 1, this difficulty can be 
circumvented by taking r(0) = r,, to be a weak solution of Problem 1. 
Once this is done, we may as well take s(0) = s,, to be any weak 
solution of Problem 2, i.e., any element of R(T) in Zr(Q). This 
has the effect of admitting any u,, E #l(Q) as the initial disturbance 
of the jlow and any y. E S-(I’,) as the initial disturbance of the free 
surface. 
In order to do this, we must, however, check to see whether or 
not the differential equations in (4.4) remain correct without extending 
the operators from generalized to weak solutions. For t > 0, no 
such modification is necessary. The equivalence of (4.2) and (4.3) 
remains valid with (e, .)O,r, replaced by (e, *)r on the right-hand 
side of (4.2). But then (4.3) needs no modificat&n, since u E #l(Q) 
implies st E Z?(T) for t > 0. In (4.1), it is then consistent to retain 
r E D(M) for t > 0. Thus, we take our initial value problem to be 
the differential equation (4.6) in (L~?~(Q))~ with the initial condition 
where r0 E X”(Q) and s,, E R(T) in Zl(sZ). Note that solutions 
y, z of (4.6), (4.7) will b e such that for t > 0, r E D(d) and st E R(T), 
while s and u = r + s are in Zl(L?). 
The initial value problem (4.6), (4.7) is easily seen to have a unique 
solution. For --‘$I is a self-adjoint operator in (6p2(sZ))2, and hence, 
is the generator of holomorphic semigroup. Since b is bounded, 
-(‘?I + %) is also the generator of a holomorphic semigroup (cf. 
[20, p. 4981). 
DEFINITION 5. A weak solution of (1 . 1 )-( 1 S) is a pair of functions 
t -+ u(t), q(t), t > 0, with values in Zl(sZ), %‘-(r,), respectively, 
defined as follows: u = r + s = ~$-l/~(y + z), where y, z satisfies 
(4.6), (4.7); recalling that T-l extends to a topological isomorphism 
of R(T) in s’(Q) onto J?-(r,), r) is defined by applying this operator 
to (-g/v)s = (-g/v) d-1/22. 
From the preceding we have the following theorem. 
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‘THEOREM 4.1. The initial-boundary value problem (1. I)-( 1.5) has a 
unique weak solution for each u, E #l(Q) and Q, E S-(I’,). 
5. THE STABILITY THEOREM 
We wish to prove that each weak solution u, 7 of (1.1)-(1.5) 
tends to zero as t --t co. For this purpose it is first proven that 
solutions of (4.6), (4.7) decay to zero. A full spectral (normal mode) 
analysis of % + 23 is required since the uniform estimates of semigroup 
theory do not even imply boundedness of solutions of (4.6), (4.7) 
(cf. [20]). It will be proven that the initial data (4.7) can be expanded 
in an unconditional basis of eigenvectors and generalized eigenvectors 
(cf. [16, p. 1801, F ’ d rie man and Shinbrot [21, p. 841) of !2l + b. 
Solutions of (4.6), (4.7) are then represented in series form, and 
decay is established from this representation. This is the infinite- 
dimensional analog of use of the Jordan form of a matrix to represent 
solutions of linear constant coefficients first-order ordinary dif- 
ferential systems. 
Recall that 9 = SZZ~/~TSS&~/~. By Lemma 2.1, the range of S 
is dense in g2(r,), Z2(r,) is by definition dense in Z’-(r,), and T 
extends to a topological isomorphism of &?-jr,) onto R(T) in 
Zl(Q). Thus, &i2s,, in (4.7) is in R(9) in Z’“(Q). Moreover, 
P(a) x R(d) is obviously an invariant subspace of 9l + 113. Thus, 
we may consider both the spectral analysis of 2l + 8 and the solution 
of (4.6), (4.7) in the Hilbert space P2(52) x a($?). 
So let X, be an eigenvalue of ‘8 + 23 with corresponding eigen- 
vector 
i.e., 
It is easy to verify that h, # 0 and w,, = y,, + x0 # 0. Equations 
(5.1) imply, 
where 9 = csl-l. Thus+ A,, is a characteristic value and w,, a cor- 
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responding characteristic vector of the quadratic characteristic 
parameter problem 
w = hv-VW + (l/A)(g/v)lw 
(cf. [4]). Letting P = v-lP, Q = (g/v)9 gives, 
(5.2) 
wo = XoPwo + Wo)Qwo > (5.3) 
with P, Q compact, P > 0, and Q > 0. Conversely, if h, # 0, 
w,, # 0 satisfy (5.3), by setting h,Pw, = y, and (l/&)Qw,, = zO, 
we obtain an eigenvalue X, of ‘$I + 23 with corresponding eigenvector 
With h, , X,, as above, X, ,..., X, are generalized eigenvectors of 
‘8 + !I! corresponding to X, if 
(a + 23)X, = AOXj + xi-1 , j = l,..., R, 
i.e., setting 
xj = ($ ) j = I,...) k, 
VAY, - (dV>~Yj - (g/v)=% = AoYj + Y+1 2 
(g/v>~y, + (g/+h = ho% + q-1 
for j = l,..., K. Letting w, = yi + zj , Eqs. (5.4) imply 
Qwj = AOZ~ + ~i-1) yj = hoPWj f PWj-, , 
(5.4) 
and hence, 
&PWj + (l/&l)Qwj + pwj-l - (l/h&,-l = wj , j = l,..., K. (5.5) 
An elementary computation shows that if for h # 0, 
A(4 = M’ + UNQ, 
(5.5) is equivalent to 
4XO)Wl + (l/l !> A’(hJwfJ = w, , 
Jwo)w2 + (l/l 1) wo)w, + (l/29 -qfJ)wo = w, , (5.6) . 
4hJWk + (l/l!) qbJ)Wk-1 + *‘a + (l/K!) A’yAJW, L Wk , 
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where ’ = d/dX. Thus (cf. [4]), wr ,..., wk are associated vectors of 
the characteristic vector w,, corresponding to the characteristic value 
A, of A(X). Conversely, by setting 
h,PWj + PWj-1 = yj , W,)Qwj - WWj-~ = zi , 
forj = I,..., k, we obtain generalized eigenvectors 
xj = (2) ) j = l,..., k 
of ‘3 + 9 corresponding to X, . So the eigenvalue problem for 
‘9l + b is equivalent to the characteristic value problem for A(X). 
We now state results on the eigenvalue problem for ‘3 + 23 which, 
by the above equivalence, are direct quotations from [4]. The operator 
‘3 + b has an infinite discrete sequence of eigenvalues (XJ, all of 
whose real parts are positive. Zero and infinity are both limit points 
of {A,}, and are the only limit points of {A,}. Each eigenvalue h, has 
finite algebraic multiplicity. All nonreal eigenvalues of ‘3 + 23 lie in 
the annulus 
U/2 II P II) < I h I < 2 II Q II, 
which is empty if the kinematic viscosity v satisfies 
All eigenvalues of 2X + 23 which have corresponding generalized eigen- 
vectors are in the annulus 
UP II P II> < I X I d 2 II 8 II, 
which is empty if 
v2 > 4g II 9 II . II 22 II. 
In particular, there are at most a finite number of eigenvalues of % + 23 
which are either nonreal or whose algebraic multiplicities and geometric 
multiplicities d$$r. 
We now recall [4, Theorem 2.61 in the present context. Since 
R(P) is dense in g2(Q), there exists a system {wnsk} of characteristic 
and associated vectors corresponding to the characteristic values 
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{A,} of A(h) with the property that for any pair w. , z. with w, E AY2(LI) 
and z. E m in P2(52), there exists a unique system of coefficients 
{dn,J such that 
c dn.kWn.k = Wo and c dnBk f ((-l)‘/Ajn”)Qw,,k-j = z. . (5.7) 
n.k n.k i-0 
Moreover, these expansions were derived in [4] by proving that 
a Riesz basis for Zp”(CJ) x R(Q) could be formed in the above fashion 
from {w,,~}. Thus, according to Gohberg and Krein [22, pp. 310-31 I], 
we have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5.1. There exists a Hilbert norm, I/ * /IN , on LP(Q) x R(Q), 
equivalent to the original, with respect to which the expansions (5.7) 
are orthonormal, i.e., 
(We assume, of course, that the proper normalization has been 
carried out.) 
Now let y, E g”(Q), z. E R(Q) in 9”(Q), and w. = y, + z. . 
Expand w, and z. as above, 
wo = c dn.lcWn.k > 
n,k 
20 = ,C, dn.k i ((-l)i/C1> QWn,k-j * 
j=O 
Then, since y. = w, - z, and, by (5.6), 
Wn,k = hzp%,k + p%.k--l + i ((--#/pi,“) f&‘,,k-j , 
Ml 
we obtain, 
y. = c d,,.k(&h-n,k + pwn.k-I>~ 
n.k 
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Hence, 
where, 
is for k = 0 an eigenvector, and for k > 0 a generalized eigenvector 
of % + 23. Writing y, = &j2r,, and z,, = J%‘%,, in (4.7), we have 
LEMMA 5.2. An unconditional basis for g2(sZ) x R(Q), the space 
of initial conditions for (4.6), (4.7), can be formed from the etgenvectors 
and generalized eigenvectors of 2l + 23. 
Reference to Dunford and Schwartz [23] yields an obvious 
corollary to Lemma 5.2. 
COROLLARY 5.1. The operator 9l + 23 is spectral in the sense of 
Dunford. 
Definition 5 and the expansion (5.8) also give the following extension 
of [3, Theorem 51. 
THEOREM 5.1. The initial data for any weak solution of (l.l)-( 1.5) 
can be expanded unconditionally in terms of the eigenvectors and 
generalized eagenvectors of 9I + 23: 
uo = d-“2(~o + z,) = c dn,&‘-1’2(yn.k + zn.J, 
%k 
and the expansion of V,I~ is obtained by applying the extension of T-l 
to a topological isomorphism of R(T) in 2P(sZ) onto 2P-(r,) to 
(-g/v) d-1/2zo = (-g/v) c &.r~-1t2zn.k . 
n.k 
We are now ready to prove that solutions of (4.6), (4.7) decay 
to zero as t -+ og. For this purpose first note that if A, is an eigenvalue 
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of ‘% + 23 with corresponding eigenvector X, , and X, ,..., Xk are 
generalized eigenvectors corresponding to X, , then 
e-x, , @Xl - te-AotX, ,...) j$((- l>j/j!) tie-"dX,-j , 
are solutions of (4.6). Thus, if y,, = zN2r, and z0 = J$/*s~ in 
(4.7), it follows from (5.8) that 
satisfies (4.7), and formally satisfies (4.6). Recalling that ‘$I + b 
has at most finitely many linearly independent generalized eigen- 
vectors, and that Re h, > 0 for each n, it follows from Lemma 5.1 
that the series in (5.9) converges unconditionally in Z”(G) x R(Q) 
for each t > 0. The same is true of the formally differentiated series, 
since for each t > 0 there exists n such that &e&n’ < 1 for all 
sufficiently large (thus, necessarily real) h, . Thus, X(t) given by 
(5.9) satisfies the initial value problem (4.6), (4.7), whose solutions 
have been shown in Section 4 to be unique. Again referring to 
Lemma 5.1, it follows that z(t) and w(t) = y(t) + z(t) converge 
to zero in Z2(Q) as t --f co. Thus, we have proven 
LEMMA 5.3. Every solution of the initial value problem (4.6), (4.7) 
converges to zero in (92(!S))2 as t -+ 00. 
Referring to Definition 5, Lemma 5.3 implies 
THEOREM 5.2. If u, 77 is any eveah solution of (l.l)-( 1.5), then 
u(t) -+ 0 in X’(Q) us t --P 03 and T(t) -+ 0 in S-P(F,) as t ---t co. 
We now obtain additional information on r) and ql , i.e., on the 
free surface and its time derivative. Since solutions obtained via 
holomorphic semigroups are continuous for t > 0 and continuously 
differentiable for t > 0 (cf. [20]), 
of (4.4) to obtain, 
we may integrate the last equation 
s(t) = s(o) - (g/v&‘-S fd U(T) dT. 
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Hence, Definition 5 yields 
(5.10) 
and so for t > 0, 
yt = su, (5.11) 
which is the second of Eqs. (1.2’). Recall that in Section 3 a topology 
was defined on R(S) with which R(S) is a Hilbert space and that then, 
R(S) c GP2(Ts) c qr,) c 6py(r,) c z-(r,), (5.12) 
each of the inclusions being both algebraic and topological. Theorem 
5.2 and Eqs. (5.10), (5.11) now prove 
THEOREM 5.3. Let u, 71 be any weak solution of (1.1)-(1.5). Then 
711 EW) and rlt -+ 0 in R(S) as t --f 00, in particular, qt E SP/2(rS) 
and ql -+ 0 in 3P112(F,) as t -+ 00. Moreover, if L is any linear space 
such that R(S) CL C %‘-(I’,), the inclusions being algebraic, then 
q(O) EL implies v(t) EL for all t > 0. In particular, L may be taken 
to be any of the spaces in (5.12). 
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